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Abstract
Quantum Machine Learning is an exciting new area that was initiated by the breakthrough
quantum algorithm of Harrow, Hassidim, Lloyd [10] for solving linear systems of equations and
has since seen many interesting developments [15, 14, 18, 11]. In this work, we start by providing
a quantum linear system solver that outperforms the current ones for large families of matrices
and provides exponential savings for any low-rank (even dense) matrix. Our algorithm uses
an improved procedure for Singular Value Estimation which can be used to perform efficiently
linear algebra operations, including matrix inversion and multiplication.
Then, we provide the first quantum method for performing gradient descent for cases where
the gradient is an affine function. Performing τ steps of the quantum gradient descent requires
time O(τCS), where CS is the cost of performing quantumly one step of the gradient descent,
which can be exponentially smaller than the cost of performing the step classically. We provide
two applications of our quantum gradient descent algorithm: first, for solving positive semidef-
inite linear systems, and, second, for performing stochastic gradient descent for the weighted
least squares problem.
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1
1 Introduction
Quantum Machine Learning is an area that has seen a flurry of new developments in recent years.
It was initiated by the breakthrough algorithm of Harrow, Hassidim, Lloyd [10], that takes as input
a system of linear equations which is sparse and well-conditioned, and in time polylogarithmic in
the system’s dimension outputs the solution vector as a quantum state. In other words, given a
matrix A and a vector b, it outputs the quantum state |A−1b〉 corresponding to the solution. Note
that this algorithm does not explicitly output the classical solution, nevertheless, the quantum state
enables one to sample from the solution vector or perform some interesting computation on it. This
is a powerful algorithm and has been very influential in recent times, where several works obtained
quantum algorithms for machine learning problems based on similar assumptions [15, 18, 14]. The
review [1] further discusses these developments and the underlying assumptions. More recently, we
also provided a new application to competitive recommendation systems [11], where the quantum
algorithm can provide a good recommendation to a user in time polylogarithmic in the dimension
of the system and polynomial in the rank which is much smaller than the dimension, unlike classical
recommendation systems that require time linear in the dimension. In all these examples, the power
of quantum information comes from quantum routines that can implement efficiently some linear
algebra operations, such as matrix multiplication, inversion or projection.
A classical linear system solver is a very powerful tool in machine learning, since it can be
leveraged to solve optimization problems using iterative methods. Such iterative methods are
very versatile and most optimization problems can be solved using first order iterative methods like
gradient descent or second order methods like Newton’s method and the interior point algorithms for
linear and semidefinite programs. Each step of an iterative method involves a gradient computation
or the inversion of a positive semidefinite Hessian matrix, but these methods allow us to solve a
large number of problems that do not have a closed form solution and thus can not be solved using
linear systems alone.
If we look a little more closely at these iterative methods, we see that they start with a random
initial state θ0 that is updated iteratively according to a rule of the form θt+1 = θt + αrt. The
first thing to notice is that in many cases, these updates can be implemented using linear algebra
operations such as matrix multiplication and inversion.
This raises the question of whether, in a similar manner, the quantum linear system solvers can
be leveraged to solve more general optimization problems via iterative methods. However, there are
some obvious obstacles towards realizing a general quantum iterative method. Most importantly,
the quantum routines for matrix multiplication and inversion only output a quantum state that
corresponds to the classical solution vector and not the classical vector itself. Hence, if at any
step during the iterative method the quantum procedure fails, one needs to start from the very
beginning of the algorithm. Another main problem, is that the current quantum linear systems
solvers only work for sparse matrices. Even though one may argue that in some practical settings
the data is indeed sparse, there is no reason to believe that the matrix multiplications necessary
for the updates in the iterative methods will be sparse.
Let us discuss some related work: in [19] the authors develop quantum algorithms for gradient
descent and Newton’s methods for polynomial optimization problems, but the proposed methods
can be used only for a logarithmic number of steps. More precisely, the running time of the
quantum algorithm presented depends exponentially on the necessary number of steps. While in
some cases the gradient descent may converge fast, it is clear that the running time of a general
quantum gradient descent method should scale at most polynomially with the number of steps.
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Quantum speedups for semidefinite programs were obtained in [4] using Gibbs sampling and the
multiplicative update method, while developing a quantum interior point method is stated as an
open problem there.
1.1 Our results
In this work we make significant progress on both the challenges described above. We start by
designing an improved quantum linear systems solver and then use it to define an efficient quantum
iterative method for implementing gradient descent with affine update rules. Last, we show how to
use our iterative method for solving linear systems and for performing stochastic gradient descent
for the weighted least squares problem.
1.1.1 An improved quantum linear systems solver
First, we provide a quantum linear system solver that outperforms the current ones for large
families of matrices and provides exponential savings for any low-rank (even dense) matrix, where
by low-rank we mean that the rank is poly-logarithmic in the dimensions.
Let us remark that the running time of the HHL algorithm is O˜(s(A)2κ(A)2/ǫ) where s(A)
and κ(A) are the sparsity and the condition number of the matrix A, ǫ the error parameter, and
we hide factors logarithmic in the dimension of the matrix. Subsequent works have improved the
running time of the HHL algorithm to linear in both s(A) and κ(A) and the precision dependence
to log(1/ǫ) [2, 7]. In the case of dense matrices, these algorithms run in time linear to the dimension
of the matrix.
Our quantum linear systems solver runs in time that, instead of the sparsity, depends on the
matrix parameter µ(A) which is always smaller than the Frobenius norm of the matrix, ‖A‖F , and
also smaller than s1(A), the maximum ℓ1 norm of a row of the matrix A.
Result 1 (Theorem 4.6). There exists a quantum algorithm that given access to a matrix A and a
vector b, outputs a quantum state |z〉, such that ‖|z〉−|A−1b〉‖ ≤ δ, with running time O˜(κ2(A)µ(A)δ ).
Let us compare with the HHL algorithm under the same assumptions [9] that the eigenvalues
of A lie in the interval [1/κ, 1]. Note, that for the Frobenius norm we have ‖A‖F = (
∑
i σ
2
i )
1/2 ≤√
rk(A). Hence, our algorithm achieves an exponential speedup even for dense matrices whose
rank is poly-logarithmic in the matrix dimensions. Moreover, while for general dense matrices the
sparsity is Ω(n), we have µ(A) ≤ ‖A‖F ≤
√
n and thus we have a worst case quadratic speedup over
the HHL algorithm. Moreover, for the same normalization as in [7], we have that s1(A) ≤ s(A) for
all matrices A, hence we improve on the linear system solver in [7], whose running time depends on
s(A). For example, real-valued matrices with most entries close to zero and a few entries per row
close to 1, e.g. small perturbations of permutation matrices, will have s(A) = Ω(n), ‖A‖F = Ω(
√
n),
while s1(A) will be O(1) for small enough perturbations. Last, the parameter µ(A) = Ω(
√
n) for
some matrices, meaning that our algorithm does not provide exponential savings for all matrices.
We believe that one can improve the dependence on κ(A) to linear and the dependence on the error
to log(1/δ) using the techniques in [2, 7]. In this work, we focus on achieving a dependence on
µ(A) instead of the sparsity of the matrix.
The main technical tool is an improved quantum walk based algorithm for performing singular
value estimation (SVE). In other words, we are given a matrix A =
∑
i σiuiv
T
i where σi are
the singular values and (ui, vi) are the singular vectors, and a vector b, which we can see as a
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superposition of the singular vectors of the matrix A, i.e. |b〉 = ∑i βi |vi〉, and the goal is to
coherently estimate the corresponding singular values, i.e. perform the mapping
|b〉 =
∑
i
βi |vi〉 |0〉 SV E→
∑
i
βi |vi〉 |σi〉 ,
such that σi is a good estimation for σi. The relation between quantum walks and singular values
has been well known in the literature, for example see [20, 6]. Here, we use an approach similar
to [11] and a better tailored analysis of the quantum walk in order to achieve the improvements in
running time, and prove the following result
Result 2 (Theorem 4.5). Given access to a matrix A, there exists a quantum algorithm that
performs Singular Value Estimation for A to precision δ in time O˜(µ(A)/δ).
The SVE procedure can be used to perform a number of different linear algebra operations.
For example, solving a linear system reduces to performing the SVE, then applying a conditional
rotation by an angle proportional to the inverse of each singular value, and performing the SVE
again to erase the singular value estimation. Namely, the following operation is performed
∑
i
βi |vi〉 |σi〉 |0〉 →
∑
i
βi |vi〉 |0〉
(
σmin
σi
|0〉+
√
1− σ
2
min
σ2i
|1〉
)
Note that conditioned on the last register being |0〉, one gets a good approximation to the desired
output |A−1b〉 = ∑i βiσi |vi〉. To complete the analysis of the linear system solver, we take the
appropriate error in the SVE estimation (which turns out to be O( 1κ(A))) and perform amplitude
amplification to increase the probability of the desired state by repeating the procedure O(κ(A)),
times, which gives the running time stated in Result 1.
Note, that there is nothing special about multiplying with A−1, one can as easily multiply with
the matrix A, by again performing the SVE procedure and then performing a conditional rotation
by an angle proportional to σi instead of its inverse. This way, one gets an algorithm for matrix
multiplication with the same guarantee and running time.
One important remark here is that the main quantum ingredient is the possibility, given a
singular vector of a matrix A (or a coherent superposition thereof), to estimate the corresponding
singular value (also coherently). This is basically what the well-known phase estimation procedure
does for a unitary matrix. Once we know how to do this then one can perform many different
linear algebra operations, including multiplying by the inverse of the matrix (as in the linear
systems solvers), multiplying with the matrix or a power of the matrix (as we will need for the
iterative method), or even project a vector in some eigenspace of the matrix (as we used in [11]).
1.1.2 Quantum iterative methods
In our second main result, we provide a new framework for performing first order quantum iterative
methods, or quantum gradient descent, for cases where the gradient is an affine function. This
includes the case of positive semidefinite linear systems and regularized weighted least squares
problems. Before explaining our quantum iterative method, we provide some details about classical
iterative methods that are necessary for our description.
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Classical iterative methods for empirical risk minimization. We define more precisely
classical iterative methods in the framework of empirical risk minimization. In this framework we
are given m examples from a training set (xi, yi) where variables xi ∈ Rn and outcome yi ∈ R. The
model is parametrized by θ ∈ Rn and is obtained by minimizing the following objective function,
F (θ) =
1
m
∑
i∈[m]
ℓ(θ, xi, yi) +R(θ).
The loss function ℓ(θ, xi, yi) assigns a penalty when the model does not predict the outcome yi well
for example (xi, yi) while the regularization term R(θ) penalizes models with high complexity. We
refer to [3] for a classical overview of empirical risk minimization.
The first order iterative method for problems described by this framework is called gradient
descent. The algorithm starts with some θ0 ∈ Rn, and for τ steps updates this point via the
following update rule:
θt+1 = θt + α∇F (θt)
In the end, it outputs θτ which is guaranteed to be close to the solution for sufficiently large τ . The
running time of this method is τCS , where CS is the cost of a single step, in other words it is the
cost of the update. The cost can be much higher than the number of steps for high dimensional
problems.
A basic example of an optimization problem in the above form is that of solving the linear
system Ax = b for a positive semidefinite matrix A. The solution to the linear system is the
unique minimum for the loss function F (θ) = θTAθ− θT b and can be computed using the gradient
descent update. In addition, several well known classical algorithms for regression and classification
problems can be expressed in the empirical loss minimization framework.
Regression problems correspond to the setting where the outcome y ∈ R is real valued, the
predicted value for yi is θ
Tx. The linear regression or least squares problem corresponds to the loss
function F (θ) = 1m
∑
i∈[m](θ
Txi − yi)2, a least squares model thus minimizes the average squared
prediction error over the dataset. The ℓ2-regularized least squares or ridge regression problem and
the ℓ1-regularized least squares or Lasso regression use the regularization term R(θ) to be λ‖θ‖22
and λ‖θ‖1 respectively and are of considerable importance in machine learning, see for example
[17].
Classification problems correspond to the setting where the outcomes yi are discrete valued.
Many well known classification algorithms including logistic regression, support vector machines
and perceptron algorithms correspond to different choices of loss functions for the empirical loss
minimization framework and can thus be solved using first order methods.
One important subclass of the empirical loss minimization framework is when the gradient is
an affine function, as for the linear systems, least squares and ridge regression problems. In these
cases, the iterative method starts with some θ0 and updates this point via an update rule of the
form for t ≥ 0,
θt+1 = θt + αrt
where α is some scalar that denotes the step size and rt is an affine function L (that depends on
the data) of the current solution θt, i.e. rt = L(θt) = Aθt+ c. It is easy to see that this also implies
that rt+1 = S(rt) for a linear operator S. Indeed,
rt+1 = L(θt+1) = L(θt + αrt) = A(θt + αrt) + c = rt + αArt = S(rt)
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The final state of a linear update iterative method can be written hence as
θτ = θ0 + α
τ−1∑
t=0
rt = θ0 + αL(θ0) + α
τ−1∑
t=1
St(r0). (1)
where St is the operator that applies S for t time steps and S0 is the identity operator.
We are slightly going to change notation in order to make the presentation clearer. We rename
θ0 as r0, which means that r0 is renamed as L(r0). This way, we have
θτ = r0 + αL(r0) + α
τ−1∑
t=1
St(L(r0)) = r0 + α
τ∑
t=1
St−1(L(r0)).
Without loss of generality we assume that the initial pont has unit norm, i.e. ‖r0‖ = 1.
A quantum gradient descent algorithm with affine updates We are now ready to explain
the main ideas of the quantum algorithm for performing the above iterative method. Let us make
things simpler for this exposition by looking at the case where we take r0 = 0 and α = 1, meaning
we just want to output the state |θτ 〉 =
∑
t rt. We only make this assumption here for conveying
clearly the main ideas and not in the rest of the paper where we address the most general case.
Imagine that there was a procedure that performs the following mapping perfectly
|t〉 |θt〉 → |t+ 1〉 |θt+1〉
Then, our task would be easy, since applying this unitary τ times would provide us with the
desired state |θτ 〉. Alas, this is not the case, or at least we do not know how to achieve it. Notice
for example that the mapping θt to θt+1 is not a unitary transformation and in fact the norm of
θt+1 could be larger than the one of θt. Even so, imagine one could in fact perform this mapping
with some “probability” (meaning mapping θt to some state (β |θt+1〉 |0〉 +
√
1− β2 |G〉 |1〉), for
some garbage state G). The main issue is that one cannot amplify this amplitude, since the state
|θt+1〉 is unknown, being the intermediate step of the iterative method, and in the quantum case
we only have a single copy of this state. Hence, the issue with the iterative method is that one
needs to perform τ sequential steps, where each one may have some constant probability of success
without the possibility of amplifying this probability. In the end, the probability of getting the
desired state is unfortunately proportional to the product of the success probabilities for each step,
which drops exponentially with the number of steps τ . This is also the reason previous attempts
for a quantum gradient descent algorithm break down after a logarithmic number of steps.
Here we manage to overcome this obstacle in the following way.
The first idea is to deal with the vectors rt instead of the θt’s, since in this case, we know that
the norm of rt+1 is smaller than the norm of rt. Our goal would be to find a unitary mapping that,
in some sense, maps rt to rt+1. Again, there is the problem that the norms are not equal, but in
this case, since the norm of rt+1 is smaller, we can possibly make it into a unitary mapping by
adding some garbage state. Indeed, we define the quantum step of the quantum iterative method
via the following unitary
|t〉 ‖rt‖ |rt〉 V→ |t+ 1〉 (‖rt+1‖ |rt+1〉 |0〉 + |G〉 |1〉),
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where the norm of the garbage state is such that the norm of the right hand side is equal to ‖rt‖.
Note that the above vectors are not unit norm but V is still length preserving. We write it in
this way to mimic the mapping of the unnormalized vectors rt → rt+1. Since we are dealing with
linear updates, the above transformation is basically a matrix multiplication and we use our SVE
procedure to perform it with high accuracy.
The second idea is noticing that our goal now is not to obtain the final state rτ , but the sum of
all the vectors
∑
t rt. Let us see how to construct this efficiently. Given a procedure for performing
one step of the iterative method as above, we design another procedure U that given as input a
time t and the initial state r0 can map r0 to rt. We do this by basically applying the unitary V t
times, conditioned on the first register. In other words, we can perform the mapping
|t, r0〉 U→ |t〉 (‖rt‖ |rt〉 |0〉+ |G〉 |1〉).
Note that if the cost of V is CV , then naively, the cost of U will be τCV by applying V sequentially.
We will actually see that in fact we can implement CU in time O(CV + log τ).
We are now ready for the last step of the algorithm that consists in starting with a superposition
of time steps from 0 to τ and applying U , in order to get a superposition of the form
1√
τ
∑
t
|t〉 |r0〉 → 1√
τ
∑
t
|t〉 (‖rt‖ |rt〉 |0〉+ |G〉 |1〉).
Then, we can “erase” the time register by performing a Hadamard on the first register and accepting
the result when the first register is 0. In other words, we are having a state of the form
1
τ
∑
t
‖rt‖ |rt〉 |0〉+ |G′〉 |1〉
Using Amplitude Amplification, we can get the desired state 1‖θτ‖
∑
t‖rt‖ |rt〉, in overall time O( τ‖θτ‖ )
times the cost of applying the unitary U , and since in our applications ‖θτ‖ = Ω(1) we get the
efficient quantum gradient descent algorithm.
Result 3 (Section 3.3). Given a unitary V that approximately applies one step of the iterative
method in time CV , there exists a quantum algorithm that performs τ steps of the iterative method
and outputs a state close to θτ , in time at most O(τCV ).
Our running time is quadratic in the number of steps the classical iterative method needs to take
in order to get close to a solution, times the cost of taking one step of the iterative method, i.e.
quantumly implementing the update rule. The updates are performed using SVE and the update
cost can be exponentially smaller in the quantum case. Hence we can get quantum algorithms with
vastly improved performance, for cases where the number of steps of the classical iterative method
is not too large compared to the update cost, such as linear systems and least squares.
Let us remark that our algorithm does not try to create all the intermediate states θt of the
iterative method, which we do not know how to achieve with non-negligible probability for large τ .
Instead, we first see that the final state θτ is equal to the sum of all the update states rt and then we
try to create the sum of these states in the way we described above: we first go to a superposition
of all time steps from 0 to τ and then conditioned on the time being t we apply coherently t updates
to the initial state r0 in order to create a sort of “history” quantum state. This is reminiscent of
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the “history” states in Kitaev’s proof of the QMA-completeness of the Local Hamiltonian problem
[13]. Last, erasing the register that keeps the time can be done in time linear in the number of time
steps, which is still efficient.
Finally, we note that in all these quantum machine learning algorithms, one needs to use a
classical data structure for the input (which can be seen as a matrix or set of vectors) so that the
quantum algorithm be able to efficiently create superpositions of rows of the input matrix or of the
vectors. While in many cases one just assumes this ability, here, we also rigorously describe such a
classical data structure with efficient update and retrieval time that extends the proposals in [8, 11]
and allows to efficiently create the necessary quantum superpositions, as we want our application
to be end-to-end in the sense of [1].
1.1.3 Applications of quantum gradient descent
We provide two applications of our quantum gradient descent method.
Positive semidefinite linear systems First, we use it for solving positive semidefinite linear
systems, namely, given a positive semidefinite matrix A and a vector b, output a state close to
|A−1b〉. Of course, linear systems can be solved directly as we have seen, but we provide the
analysis and running time of our gradient descent algorithm in order to compare the two methods.
Also, we will see below that in many cases, gradient descent is preferable in practice than direct
methods.
The error analysis shows that the number of steps we need to perform in order to get δ close
to the solution of the linear system is roughly O(κ(A) log(1/δ)), while in order to keep the error of
the final state small, we need to perform the SVE for I − αA (which can be performed using SVE
for A) with precision δ
κ(A)2
, which then takes time O(κ(A)2µ(A)/δ). Let A|b denote the matrix
with row b added to A. Overall, we have
Result 4 (Theorem 5.1 ). Given positive semidefinite matrix A and vector b stored in memory,
there is an iterative quantum algorithm that outputs a state |z〉 such that ‖|z〉 − |A−1b〉‖ ≤ 2δ with
expected running time O˜(κ(A)
3µ(A|b)
δ ).
Note that the running time has an extra factor κ(A) compared to the direct method we described,
while again the algorithm depends linearly on the parameter µ(A) which is smaller than the sparsity.
Stochastic gradient descent for weighted least squares Our second application is to the
weighted least squares problem. For this problem, we are given a matrix X of examples and a
corresponding vector y of labels, as well as a vector w of weights, and the goal is to find θ that
minimizes the squared loss
∑
iwi(yi − xTi θ)2.
One can provide a closed form solution, which is given by
θ = (XTWX)−1XTWy
and thus the problem a priori can also be solved using a direct method. Quantum algorithms
for unweighted least squares problems with a polynomial dependence on sparsity using the direct
method were described in [21]. There are two ways in which we extend this work, first using our
improved SVE algorithm we can perform matrix multiplication and inversion efficiently for a larger
class of matrices and can also solve the weighted version of the problem. We thus extend the results
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on efficient quantum algorithms for this problem which has numerous applications in science and
engineering.
More importantly, we are able to implement an iterative stochastic gradient method for this
problem which has many advantages in practical settings (see for example [3] for a more detailed
discussion). In fact, the least squares problem is used in practice for regression or data fitting,
where in many cases this data comes from internet traffic, social networks, or scientific experiments.
There, the data matrix is extremely skewed in shape since the number of data points is order of
magnitudes larger than the dimension of the data points. Therefore, it is too expensive to perform
any linear algebra operation using the entire data set and moreover due to redundancy in the data,
the gradient can be estimated efficiently over small batches.
For these reasons, in practice the gradient is estimated over randomly sampled batches of the
training set, an approach which is called stochastic gradient descent. This way, the stochastic
gradient descent avoids having to perform linear algebra operations on huge matrices, which would
be the case if we were to solve the problem directly or use the usual gradient descent.
Our quantum iterative method can also be used to perform stochastic gradient descent for
the above problems, hence considerably reducing the requirements compared to an algorithm that
provides a direct solution. This works in a manner similar to the classical setting, the data is
split randomly into batches and for each step of the iterative method one considers only one batch
of data in order to compute the gradient and perform the linear update. Our quantum gradient
descent algorithm can be readily adapted to this setting.
The main technical difference between the quantum iterative method for linear systems and that
for the least squares problem, is that in the second case, one needs to perform a matrix inversion
and multiplication by a matrix which is not a priori stored in memory. More precisely, we have
in memory the matrix X, the diagonal matrix W and a vector y and we need to perform matrix
multiplication with the matrix (XTWX)−1 and also for creating the vector XTWy. We show how
to do this efficiently and get the following algorithm, where
√
WX|y is the matrix obtained by
adding row y to
√
WX.
Result 5 (Theorem 5.2 ). Given access to a semidefinite matrix X, a diagonal weight matrix W
and a vector y there is a quantum gradient descent algorithm that outputs a state |z〉 such that
‖|z〉 − |(XTWX)−1XTWy〉‖ ≤ 2δ with expected running time O˜(κ(XTWX)3µ(
√
WX|y)
δ ).
Let us remark that while linear updates capture a significant class of iterative methods, a
generalization to non-linear update functions would imply the ability to perform a much larger
family of algorithms of interest to machine learning, as discussed in section 1.1.2. Also note that it
is straightforward to generalize the weighted least squares algorithm to include ℓ2 regularization.
Machine learning algorithms on the other hand often use ℓ1 regularization and in some case ℓp
regularization for p ∈ [1, 2]. It would be interesting to find a quantum algorithm for ℓp regularization
for p 6= 2.
The paper is organised as follow: In Section 2, we provide some linear algebra definitions and
some basic quantum procedures that we will be using in our algorithms. In Section 3, we define
the quantum gradient descent method and analyse its correctness and running time. In Section 4,
we provide the improved SVE procedure and show how to use it to directly solve linear systems of
equations and how to perform the linear update of the quantum gradient descent method. Last, in
Section 5, we provide two applications of our quantum gradient descent method to linear systems
and weighted least squares.
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2 Preliminaries
2.1 Linear algebra
The set {1, 2, · · · , n} is denoted by [n], the standard basis vectors in Rn are denoted by ei, i ∈ [n].
For a vector x ∈ Rn we denote the ℓp-norm as ‖x‖p = (
∑
i x
p
i )
1/p. The Euclidean norm ‖x‖2 is
denoted as ‖x‖. The rank of a matrix is denoted as rk(A). A matrix is positive semidefinite if it is
symmetric and has non negative eigenvalues, the notation A  0 indicates that A is a psd matrix.
The singular value decomposition of a symmetric matrix A ∈ Rn×n is written as A = ∑i λivivTi
where λi ≥ 0 are the eigenvalues and vi are the corresponding eigenvectors.
The singular value decomposition of A ∈ Rm×n is written as A = ∑i σiuivTi where σi are the
singular values and (ui, vi) are the singular vectors. The Frobenius norm ‖A‖2F =
∑
ij A
2
ij =
∑
i σ
2
i ,
where σi are the singular values. The spectral norm ‖A‖ = σmax, the largest singular value. The
condition number κ(A) = σmax/σmin.
The i-th row of matrix A ∈ Rm×n is denoted as ai and the j-th column is denoted as aj .
The ◦ operator denotes the Hadamard product, that is A = P ◦ Q implies that Aij = Pij .Qij
for i ∈ [m], j ∈ [n]. For a matrix A ∈ Rm×n, the maximum ℓp of the row vectors is denoted
sp(A) := maxi∈[m]‖ai‖pp, the maximum ℓp norm of the column vectors is sp(AT ). The sparsity s(A)
is the maximum number of non-zero entries in a row of A.
The O˜ notation is used to suppress factors poly-logarithmic in vector or matrix dimsnions, that
is it O(f(n)polylog(mn)) is written as O˜(f(n)).
2.2 Quantum Algorithms
We will use phase estimation and variants of amplitude amplification that we recall below. The
time required to implement a unitary operator U will be denoted by T (U).
Theorem 2.1. [Phase estimation, [12]] Let U be a unitary operator with eigenvectors |vj〉 and
eigenvalues eιθj for θj ∈ [−π, π]. There exists a quantum algorithm with running time O(T (U) log n/ǫ)
that transforms |φ〉 =∑j∈[n] αj |vj〉 →∑j∈[n]αj |vj〉 |θj〉 such that |θj − θj| ≤ ǫ for all j ∈ [n] with
probability at least 1− 1/poly(n).
We state a version of amplitude amplification and estimation below, more precise statements can
be found in [5].
Theorem 2.2. [Amplitude amplification and estimation, [5]] If there is unitary operator U such
that U |0〉l = |φ〉 = sin(θ) |x, 0〉 + cos(θ) |G, 0⊥〉 then sin2(θ) can be estimated to additive error
ǫ sin2(θ) in time O( T (U)ǫ sin(θ)) and |x〉 can be generated in expected time O( T (U)sin(θ)).
Last we provide a simple claim that shows that if two unnormalized vectors are close to each
other, then their normalized versions are also relatively close.
Claim 2.3. Let θ be the angle between φ, φ˜ and assume that θ < π/2. Then, ‖φ − φ˜‖ ≤ ǫ implies
‖|φ〉 − |φ˜〉‖ ≤
√
2ǫ
‖φ‖ .
Proof. We bound the ℓ2 distance ‖|φ〉 − |φ˜〉‖ using the following argument. Let θ be the angle
between φ, φ˜. For the unnormalized vectors we have ‖φ − φ˜‖ ≤ ǫ, and assuming that θ < π/2 we
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have ǫ ≥ ‖φ‖ sin(θ). The distance between the normalized states can thus be bounded as,
‖|φ〉 − |φ˜〉‖2 = (2 sin(θ/2))2 ≤ 2 sin2(θ) ≤ 2ǫ
2
‖φ‖2 (2)
2.3 The access model for quantum machine learning applications
Quantum algorithms for linear algebra require quantum access to the matrices being manipulated,
and most prior research in the literature works in the model of oracle access to the matrix entries,
that is quantum queries of the form |i, j, 0〉 → |i, j, aij〉 are allowed. Such an access model can be
particularly helpful in cases where the matrix is structured so that aij is a simple function of (i, j),
for example it can be used to represent well structured matrices of even exponential size.
The matrices that arise in machine learning applications do not have such structure, since
they arise from empirical datasets and are represented by a list of entries (i, j, aij). There is no
succinct way to compute aij from i, j and thus even to implement the quantum queries of the
form |i, j, 0〉 → |i, j, aij〉, an implicit data structure must be stored in memory. In the machine
learning setting, there is no a priori reason to restrict ourselves to the model with black box access
to matrix entries, in particular we can modify the data structure storing the matrix if it provides
an algorithmic speedup. We also note that prior work on lower bounds has been in the model with
quantum access to the matrix entries and does not apply to the setting where one has quantum
access to a different data structure instead.
In our work, we make the data structure explicit and ensure that it has poly-logarithmic insertion
and update times, which is the best that one could hope for. Our access model is particularly useful
for data that is acquired over time and in settings where it is important that the new elements
can be efficiently added to the data structure. In such settings it would be prohibitive to make
poly(m,n) time preprocessing after the entire matrix has been stored or each time a new element
comes into the data structure. For these reasons, we believe that our access model is well suited
for quantum machine learning applications.
3 The Quantum Gradient Descent algorithm
In this section we provide the definition of a quantum step of the quantum gradient descent in
the case of a linear update rule and then describe the full quantum procedure that performs the
quantum iterative method.
3.1 The quantum step
We assume that the classical iterative method has an update rule such that
θτ = r0 + α
τ∑
t=1
St−1(L(r0)).
for an affine operator L, a linear, contracting operator S, and a random initial vector r0 with
‖r0‖ = 1. This is the case, for example, for solving linear systems or least squares.
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First we define the notion of an approximate quantum step of the quantum iterative method.
Let us denote by τ the number of steps of the classical iterative algorithm, and let τ + 1 = 2ℓ (if
not just increase τ to the next power of 2).
Definition 3.1. The (ǫ, δ)-approximate quantum step algorithm is a unitary V such that for any
1 ≤ t ≤ τ − 1,
V : |0〉 |r0〉 |0〉 → |1〉
(
α‖L˜(r0)‖ |L˜(r0)〉 |0〉+ |G1〉 |1〉
)
: |t〉 ‖rt‖ |rt〉 |0〉 → |t+ 1〉
(
‖S˜(rt)‖ |S˜(rt)〉 |0〉+ |Gt+1〉 |1〉
)
,
where |Gt+1〉 is an unnormalised garbage state, S˜ is an approximation to the linear, contractive
operator S : rt → rt+1, L˜ is an approximation to the affine, contractive operator L : r0 → r1,
in the sense that with probability ≥ 1 − δ, it holds that for any rt, ‖S(rt) − S˜(rt)‖ ≤ ǫ and also
‖L(r0)− L˜(r0)‖ ≤ ǫ.
Notice that ‖L˜(r0)‖might be larger than 1, but by taking α a small constant we have α‖L˜(r0)‖ ≤
1. The way we defined V , it is norm preserving but the vectors we wrote down are not unit. We
can of course do that by dividing both parts with ‖rt‖. We prefer this notation in order to resemble
more the classical mapping of the unnormalised vectors rt → rt+1. We can define the following
procedure U similar to the ideal case.
Claim 3.2. Given access to the (ǫ, δ)-approximate quantum step algorithm V (with running time
CV ), there exists a quantum procedure U with running time at most O(τCV ), such that for any
t ∈ [τ ],
U : |0〉 |0〉 |0〉 |r0〉 |0〉 → |0〉 |0〉 |0〉 |r0〉 |0〉
: |t〉 |0〉 |0〉 |r0〉 |0〉 → |t〉 |0〉
(
α‖S˜t−1(L˜(r0))‖ |t〉 |S˜t−1(L˜(r0))〉 |0〉+ |G′t〉 |1〉
)
,
where |G〉 is an unnormalised garbage state, and with probability at least (1 − tδ) it holds that
‖St−1(L(r0))− S˜t−1(L˜(r0))‖ ≤ tǫ.
Note that out of the five registers used for the iterative method, registers 1 and 3 store the time
step, 4 stores the quantum state for the iterative method while 2 and 5 are control qubits or flags.
Proof. We define the operator W on four registers, such that if the control register is 0, then it
applies a V on the other three registers and then a CNOT to copy the last register into the control
register. If the control register is 1, then it does nothing. Namely
W : |0〉 |0〉 |r0〉 |0〉 → |0〉 |1〉α‖L˜(r0)‖ |L˜(r0)〉 |0〉+ |1〉 |1〉 |G1〉 |1〉
: |0〉 |t〉 ‖rt‖ |rt〉 |0〉 → |0〉 |t+ 1〉 ‖S˜(rt)‖ |S˜(rt)〉 |0〉 + |1〉 |t+ 1〉 |Gt+1〉 |1〉 , t ∈ [1, τ − 1]
: |1〉 |t〉 |b〉 |1〉 → |1〉 |t〉 |b〉 |1〉 t ∈ [0, τ − 1]
We define the following procedure U that acts as Identity for t = 0 and for t ∈ [τ − 1] it does
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the following:
|t〉 |0〉 |0〉 |r0〉 |0〉 W
t→ |t〉W t |0〉 |0〉 |r0〉 |0〉
= |t〉 |0〉 |t〉α‖S˜t−1(L˜(r0))‖ |S˜t−1(L˜(r0))〉 |0〉 + |t〉 |1〉
t∑
i=1
|i〉 |Gi〉 |1〉
CNOT5,2→ |t〉 |0〉
(
α‖S˜t−1(L˜(r0))‖ |t〉 |S˜t−1(L˜(r0))〉 |0〉+ |G′t〉 |1〉
)
The equality on line 2 follows from the definition of W . We prove the properties by induction on
t. For t = 1 we use the definition of the quantum step V and the property holds. Assume it holds
for t− 1, i.e. with probability 1− (t− 1)δ we have ‖St−2(L(r0))− S˜t−2(L˜(r0))‖ ≤ (t− 1)ǫ.
Then, we have
‖St−1(L(r0))− S˜t−1(L˜(r0))‖ ≤ ‖S(St−2(L(r0))) − S(S˜t−2(L˜(r0)))‖+ ‖S(S˜t−2(L˜(r0)))− S˜(S˜t−2(L˜(r0)))‖
≤ ‖St−2(L(r0))− S˜t−2(L˜(r0))‖+ ‖S(S˜t−2(L˜(r0)))− S˜(S˜t−2(L˜(r0)))‖
where we used the fact that S is contractive. Also, by definition of the iterative step, with prob-
ability (1 − δ) we have ‖S(S˜t−2(L˜(r0))) − S˜(S˜t−2(L˜(r0)))‖ ≤ ǫ and with probability 1 − (t − 1)δ,
by induction hypothesis, we have ‖St−2(L(r0)) − S˜t−2(L˜(r0))‖ ≤ (t − 1)ǫ. Hence overall, with
probability at least 1− tδ, we have
‖St−1(L(r0))− S˜t−1(L˜(r0))‖ ≤ tǫ.
3.2 The Quantum Iterative Method algorithm: general case
Again, we use Amplitude Amplification to optimize the running time of our method. The main
part is the efficient construction of the necessary unitary Q.
The Quantum Iterative Method Use Amplitude Amplification and Estimation with unitary Q
Q : |0〉ℓ → 1
T
|θ˜τ 〉 |0〉 + |G〉 |0⊥〉
to output |θ˜τ 〉 and ‖θ˜τ‖.
The unitary Q : |0〉ℓ → 1T |θ˜τ 〉 |0〉+ |G〉 |0⊥〉
1. Create the state 1√
τ+1
∑τ
t=0 |t〉 |0〉 |0〉 |r0〉 |0〉
2. Apply the unitary procedure U and trace out the second register to get
1√
τ + 1
|0〉 |0〉 |r0〉 |0〉+ 1√
τ + 1
τ∑
t=1
|t〉
(
α‖S˜t−1(L˜(r0))‖ |t〉 |S˜t−1(L˜(r0))〉 |0〉 + |G′t〉 |1〉
)
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3. Conditioned on the last register being 0, perform a CNOT1,2 to erase the second copy of t
and then by exchanging the place of the second and third register we get
1√
τ + 1
|0〉 |r0〉 |0〉 |0〉+ 1√
τ + 1
τ∑
t=1
|t〉
(
α‖S˜t−1(L˜(r0))‖ |S˜t−1(L˜(r0))〉 |0〉 |0〉+ |G′t〉 |1〉
)
4. Conditioned on the last register being 0 perform a Hadamard on the first register and then
by exchanging the place of the first and second register we get
1
τ + 1
τ∑
y=0
(
|r0〉+ α
τ∑
t=1
(−1)y·t‖S˜t−1(L˜(r0))‖ |S˜t−1(L˜(r0))〉
)
|y〉 |0〉 |0〉 + |G′′〉 |1〉 =
‖θ˜τ‖
τ + 1
(
1
‖θ˜τ‖
(
|r0〉+ α
τ∑
t=1
‖S˜t−1(L˜(r0))‖ |S˜t−1(L˜(r0))〉
))
|0〉 |0〉 |0〉+ |G〉 (|0〉 |0〉 |0〉)⊥ =
1
T
|θ˜τ 〉 |0〉+ |G〉 |0⊥〉
with |θ˜τ 〉 = 1‖θ˜τ‖
(
|r0〉+ α
∑τ
t=1‖S˜t−1(L˜(r0))‖ |S˜t−1(L˜(r0))〉
)
and T = τ+1‖θ˜τ‖ .
3.3 Analysis
3.3.1 Correctness
We just need to calculate how close the final state of our algorithm is to the correct state |θτ 〉 =
1
‖θτ‖
(|r0〉+ α∑τt=1‖St−1(L(r0))‖ |St−1(L(r0))〉).
We first look at the non-normalised distance and have
‖θτ − θ˜τ‖ ≤ α
τ∑
t=1
‖St−1(L(r0))− S˜t−1(L˜(r0))‖ ≤ α
τ∑
t=1
tǫ ≤ ατ2ǫ
Then by Claim 2.3 we have
‖|θτ 〉 − |θ˜τ 〉‖ ≤
√
2ατ2ǫ
‖θτ‖ .
For the norms, Amplitude Estimation will output the norm ‖θ˜τ‖ within any constant error (by
increasing the running time by a constant factor) and note that ‖θ˜τ‖ is (ατ2ǫ)-close to ‖θτ‖. Hence
by taking ǫ = O( 1τ2 ) appropriately small, the approximation of the norm can be made to have some
small constant error.
We note that in the applications we will consider, ‖θτ‖ is at least Ω(1) and at most O(τ) and
α = O(1). Hence, again, by taking ǫ = O( 1
τ2
) appropriately small, we can make this distance less
than some small constant.
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3.3.2 Running time
The expected running time is the expected running time of the Amplitude Amplification (which is
the same as for Amplitude Estimation for constant error), which is T times the cost of implementing
the unitary Q, which is O(CU + log τ). Overall, the expected running time is O(T (CU + log τ)).
As we said, in our applications we will have ‖θτ‖ = Ω(1), which also implies that ‖θ˜τ‖ ≥
‖θτ‖ − ατ2ǫ = Ω(1) for appropriately small ǫ. Hence, the running time for the applications will
be O(τ(CU + log τ)). In the worst case, CU could be at most τCV , but we will see that in fact in
many cases we can implement U with basically the same cost as V (i.e. CU = O(CV + log τ)) and
hence get an overall running time O(τ(CU + log τ)), the proof is given in Section 4.4 .
4 Improved quantum algorithms for matrix multiplication and lin-
ear systems
In sections 4.1 and 4.2 we generalize the data structure and quantum algorithm used for singular
value estimation in [11] obtaining an improvement in the running time for several classes of matrices.
We use the improved singular value estimation algorithm for solving quantum linear systems and
quantum matrix multiplication in section 4.3. Finally, in section 4.4 we show how to implement a
single step of the quantum iterative method described in section 4.
4.1 The data structure
We first define normalized states and then describe a data structure that enables efficient prepara-
tion normalized states corresponding to the rows/columns of a matrix.
Definition 4.1. The normalized vector state corresponding to vector x ∈ Rn and M ∈ R such that
‖x‖22 ≤M is the quantum state |x〉 = 1√M
∑
i∈[n] xi |i〉+ (M − ‖x‖22)1/2 |n+ 1〉.
We work in a computational model where the entries of the matrix A arrive in an online manner
and are stored in a classical data structure, where a quantum algorithm has quantum access. This
is the normal quantum query model, used for example for Grover’s algorithm. The insertion and
update times for the data structure are poly-logarithmic per entry. The time required to construct
the data structure is O(w log2mn) where w is the number of non zero entries in A. We have the
following theorem.
Theorem 4.2. Let A ∈ Rm×n and M = maxi∈[m]‖ai‖2. There is an algorithm that given a
list of matrix entries (i, j, aij) of length w, creates a data structure of size O(w logmn) in time
O(w log2mn) such that a quantum algorithm with quantum access to the data structure can imple-
ment the following unitary in time O˜(log(mn)).
U |i, 0⌈log(n+1)⌉〉 = |i〉 1√
M
∑
j∈[n]
aij |j〉 + (M − ‖ai‖2)1/2 |n+ 1〉
 (3)
Proof. The data structure maintains an array of m binary trees Bi, i ∈ [m] one for each row of the
matrix. The leaf node j of tree Bi, if present, stores (a
2
ij , sign(aij)). An internal node u stores the
sum of the values of the leaf nodes in the subtree rooted at u. In addition, there is an extra node
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M that, at any instant of time stores the maximum row norm M = maxi∈[m]‖ai‖2 for the matrix
A currently stored in the data structure.
The data structure is initially empty and the value stored in nodeM is 0. We next describe the
update when entry (i, j, aij) is added to the data structure and then the procedure for implementing
the unitary U in (3) using the data structure.
The algorithm on receiving entry (aij , i, j) creates the leaf node j in tree Bi if not present and
updates it otherwise. Then, it creates or updates the value of all nodes in the path between the leaf
and the root of the tree. The update requires time O(log2mn) as at most O(log n) nodes on the
path from node j to the root in the tree Bi are updated and each update requires time O(logmn)
to find the address of the node being updated. At the end of each update the root of Bi stores
the squared norm ‖ai‖2 for the vector stored in Bi. The algorithm compares M with ‖ai‖2 and
updates the maximum if ‖ai‖2 > M , this additional step requires time O(log n).
The time needed to construct the data structure is O(w log2mn) as there are w updates each
taking O(log2mn) time, and the space required is O(w logmn). After the data structure has been
created the value stored in M = maxi∈[m]‖ai‖2. In order to implement U we first perform a
controlled rotation using the values at M and the root of Bi and tag the part of the superposition
with value |n+ 1〉,
|i, 0⌈log(n+1)⌉〉 → |i〉 1√
M
(
‖ai‖ |0⌈log(n+1)⌉〉 |0〉 + (M − ‖ai‖2)1/2 |n+ 1〉 |1〉
)
(4)
We then proceed similarly to the construction in [11]. Let Bi,k be the value of an internal node k
of tree Bi at depth t. We apply a series of conditional rotations to the second register, conditioned
on the first register being |i〉, the first t-qubits of the second register being |k〉 and the tag qubit
being |0〉, the rotation applied is:
|i〉 |k〉 |0〉 → |i〉 |k〉 1√
Bi,k
(√
Bi,2k |0〉+
√
Bi,2k+1 |1〉
)
We take positive square roots except for the leaf nodes where the sign of the square root is the
same as sign(aij) of the entry stored at the leaf node. The tag qubit is uncomputed after all the
conditional rotations have been performed by mapping |n+ 1〉 |1〉 to |n+ 1〉 |0〉.
Correctness follows since conditioned on the tag qubit being |0〉 the conditional rotations produce
the state 1√
M‖ai‖
∑
j aij |j〉 and the amplitude for the tagged part is
√
(M − ‖ai‖2)/M matching the
amplitudes in equation (3). The time for implementing U is O˜(logmn) as the number of quantum
queries to the data structure is O(logmn) and each query takes poly-logarithmic time.
4.2 Improved Singular Value Estimation
We first recall the notion of singular value estimation,
Definition 4.3. Let A =
∑
i σiuiv
t
i be the singular value decomposition for matrix A ∈ Rm×n. A
quantum algorithm estimates the singular values of A with precision δ if it transforms
∑
i βi |vi〉 →∑
i βi |vi〉 |σi〉 where |σi − σi| ≤ δ for all i ∈ [n] with probability 1− 1/poly(n).
The theorem below provides a generalized quantum walk algorithm for singular value estimation.
It extends the SV E algorithm from [11] and the quantum walk algorithms used for linear systems,
for example [7].
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Theorem 4.4. Let A ∈ Rm×n be a matrix and suppose there exist P,Q ∈ Rm×n and µ > 0 such
that ‖pi‖2 ≤ 1 ∀i ∈ [m], ‖qj‖2 ≤ 1 ∀j ∈ [n] and
A/µ = P ◦Q. (5)
If unitaries U : |i〉 |0⌈log(n+1)⌉〉 → |i〉 |pi〉 and V : |0⌈log(m+1)⌉〉 |j〉 → |qj〉 |j〉 can be implemented in
time O˜(log(mn)) then there is a quantum algorithm that estimates the singular values of A with
precision δ in time O˜(µ/δ).
Proof. Let P ,Q ∈ R(m+1)×(n+1) be matrices with rows and columns respectively equal to the
normalized states pi, q
j for i ∈ [m], j ∈ [n] and an additional row or column pm+1 = em+1, qn+1 =
en+1. Let A =
(
A 0
0 µ
)
be an extension of A of size (m + 1) × (n + 1) so that the factorization
A/µ = P ◦ Q holds. The singular value decomposition of A is ∑i σiuivti + µetm+1en+1 where σi
are singular values for A and the singular vectors ui, vi are obtained by appending an additional 0
coordinate to the singular vectors ui, vi of A.
The operators P˜ ∈ R(m+1)(n+1)×(m+1), Q˜ ∈ R(m+1)(n+1)×(n+1) are defined as follows,
P˜ |i〉 = |i〉 |pi〉 , Q˜ |j〉 = |qj〉 |j〉 . (6)
The columns of P˜ , Q˜ are orthogonal unit vectors so we have P˜ tP˜ = Im+1 and Q˜
tQ˜ = In+1.
Multiplication by P˜ , Q˜ can be implemented efficiently using the unitaries U , V in the theorem
statement, we illustrate below for multiplication by P˜ .
|z〉 → |z, 0⌈log(n+1)⌉〉 U˜−→
∑
i∈[n+1]
zi |i, pi〉 = |P˜ z〉 (7)
The unitary U˜ acts as U conditioned on 0 ≤ i ≤ m and maps |0⌈log(n+1)⌉〉 → |en+1〉 for i = m+ 1.
Multiplication by Q can be implemented similarly using V˜ , thus the reflections 2P˜ P˜ t − I and
2Q˜Q˜t − I can be performed in time O˜(log(mn)).
Finally, the factorization P˜ tQ˜ = A/µ implies that the unitary W = (2P˜ P˜ t − I).(2Q˜Q˜t − I)
has eigenspaces Span(P˜ ui, Q˜vi) with eigenvalues e
ιθi such that cos(θi/2) = σi/µ and hence phase
estimation for W on |Q˜vi〉 recovers an estimate of σi up to additive error δ in time O˜(µ/δ).
Theorem 4.4 holds for any choice of P,Q such that A/µ = P ◦Q provided the unitaries U and V
can be implemented efficiently in time O˜(logmn), that is if the normalized states corresponding to
the rows of P and the columns of Q can be prepared efficiently. We show that the data structure
in Theorem 4.2 allows us to implement U, V for the following choice of P and Q.
pij =
apij
max‖ai‖2p2p
, qij =
a1−pij
max‖aj‖2(1−p)2(1−p)
(8)
Indeed, in order to implement the unitaries U and V corresponding to this choice of P,Q, we create
two copies of the data structure in Theorem 5.2 that respectively store the rows and the columns
of A. Given entry (i, j, aij) instead of aij , we store a
p
ij and a
1−p
ij in the two data structures. Then,
Theorem 5.2 implies that the unitaries U, V can be implemented efficiently.
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We therefore obtain quantum algorithms for singular value estimation that are parametrized
by p ∈ [0, 1]. The normalization factors are µp(A) =
√
s2p(A)s2(1−p)(At), where we denote by
sp(A) := maxi∈[m]‖ai‖pp the maximum ℓp of the row vectors, and by sp(AT ) the maximum ℓp norm
of the column vectors. Note that the SV E algorithm [11] corresponds to the choice pij =
aij
‖ai‖ and
qij =
‖ai‖
‖A‖F and has µ(A) = ‖A‖F .
Theorem 4.5. Let A ∈ Rm×n be stored in the data structure of Theorem 4.2. There is a quantum
algorithm that performs singular value estimation for A to precision δ in time O˜(µ(A)/δ) where
µ(A) = minp∈[0,1]
(
‖A‖F ,
√
s2p(A)s2(1−p)(At)
)
.
Note that the optimal value of p depends on the matrix A. One important case is when we consider
a symmetric matrix A and p = 1/2 and obtain µ(A) ≤ s1(A), showing that µ(A) is at most the
maximum ℓ1-norm of the row vectors.
The generalized singular value estimation is stated next as Algorithm 4.1 using notation as in
the proof of Theorem 4.4.
Algorithm 4.1 Generalized quantum singular value estimation.
Require: A ∈ Rm×n, x ∈ Rn, efficient implementation of unitaries U, V in Theorem 4.4. Precision
parameter ǫ > 0.
1. Create |x〉 = ∑i∈[n] αi |vi〉. Append a first register |0⌈log(m+1)⌉〉 and apply unitary V˜ to
create the state |Q˜x〉 =∑i αi |Q˜vi〉.
2. Perform Phase Estimation with precision 2ǫ > 0 on input |Q˜x〉 for the unitary W in
Theorem 4.4.
3. Compute σi = cos(θi/2)µ(A) where θi is the estimate from Phase Estimation, and un-
compute the output of the Phase Estimation to obtain
∑
i αi |Q˜vi, σi〉.
4. Apply the inverse of V˜ to multiply the first register with the inverse of Q˜ and obtain∑
i αi |vi〉 |σi〉.
4.3 Quantum matrix multiplication and linear systems
We provide algorithms for quantum linear systems and quantum matrix multiplication using the
improved singular value estimation algorithm. We will see that once we perform singular value
estimation for a matrix A, then multiplication with the matrix consists of a conditional rotation
by an angle proportional to each singular value. Similarly, solving the linear system corresponding
to the matrix A is a multiplication with the inverse of A, in other words a conditional rotation by
an angle proportional to the inverse of each singular value of A.
The two algorithms are therefore very similar. We will also extend our matrix multiplication
algorithm, i.e. the application of a linear operator, to the case of an affine operator, namely, given
matrix A and vector b in memory, the algorithm maps any state |x〉 to a state close to |Ax+ b〉.
Last, we discuss briefly the cases for which our algorithm improves upon the running time of existing
quantum linear system solvers.
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If A ∈ Rm×n is a rectangular matrix, then multiplication by A reduces to multiplication by
the square symmetric matrix A′ =
(
0 A
At 0
)
as A′(0m, x) = (Ax, 0). Therefore, without loss of
generality we restrict our attention to symmetric matrices for the quantum matrix multiplication
problem. Since, the matrix multiplication algorithm 4.2 will be used for implementing a single step
of the iterative method, and in that case we multiply by a positive semidefinite matrix A that is
also contractive, we state the quantum matrix multiplication algorithm 4.2 for such matrices. Note
that linear systems for general symmetric matrices are not much harder than the case described in
Algorithm 4.2 1
Algorithm 4.2 Quantum matrix multiplication/linear systems.
Require: Vector x =
∑
i βi |vi〉 ∈ Rn and matrix A ∈ Rn×n such that A  0 stored in the data
structure, such that eigenvalues of A lie in [1/κ, 1].
1: Perform singular value estimation with precision ǫ1 for A on |x〉 to obtain
∑
i βi |vi〉 |λi〉.
2: Perform a conditional rotation and uncompute the SV E register to obtain the state:
(i)
∑
i βi |vi〉 (λi |0〉+ γ |1〉) for matrix multiplication.
(ii)
∑
i βi |vi〉 (λminλi |0〉+ γ |1〉) for linear systems.
3: Perform Amplitude Amplification with the unitary V implementing steps 1 and 2, to obtain (i)
|z〉 =∑i βiλi |vi〉 or (ii) |z〉 =∑i βi 1λi |vi〉.
Note that as in the analysis of the HHL algorithm [10], the parameter κ does not have to be as
big as the true condition number of A. If κ is smaller, then it means that we invert only the
well conditioned part of the matrix. In the appendix, we also provide an algorithm to normalize
the matrix A such that ‖A‖ ≤ 1. Let us analyze the correctness and running time of the above
algorithm.
Theorem 4.6. Algorithm 4.2 produces as output a state |z〉 such that ‖|Ax〉− |z〉‖ ≤ δ in expected
time O˜(κ(A)µ(A)δ κ(A)) for both matrix multiplication and linear systems.
Proof. We first analyze matrix multiplication. The unnormalized solution state is Ax =
∑
i βiλivi,
while the unnormalized output of the algorithm is z =
∑
i(λi ± ǫ˜i)βivi for |ǫ˜i| ≤ ǫ1. As the vi
are orthonormal, we have ‖Ax − z‖ ≤ ǫ1‖x‖ and by Claim 2.3, we have ‖|Ax〉 − |z〉‖ ≤
√
2ǫ1‖x‖
‖Ax‖ ≤√
2ǫ1κ(A).
We next analyze linear systems. The unnormalized solution state is A−1x =
∑
i
βi
λi
vi. The
unnormalized output is z =
∑
i
βi
λi±ǫ˜ivi for |ǫ˜i| ≤ ǫ1. We have the bound
‖A−1x− z‖2 ≤
∑
i
β2i (
1
λi
− 1
λi ± ǫi )
2 ≤ ǫ21
∑
i
β2i
λ2i (λi − ǫ1)2
≤ ǫ
2
1κ(A)
2‖A−1x‖2
(1− κ(A)ǫ1)2 ≤ 4ǫ
2
1κ(A)
2‖A−1x‖2
1More precisely, the Singular Value Estimation procedure estimates the absolute value of the eigenvalues |λi| for
a symmetric A, and hence we also need to recover the sign of the λi to perform matrix multiplication or to solve
linear systems. The sign can be recovered by performing singular value estimation for the matrices A,A + µI and
comparing the estimates |λi|, |λi + µ|. If λi is positive the second estimate is larger while if it is negative the first
estimate is larger. Such a method for sign recovery was presented in [22] where it was used to construct a quantum
linear system solver that corresponds to the case µ(A) = ‖A‖F .
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assuming that κ(A)ǫ1 ≤ 1/2. Applying Claim 2.3 we obtain ‖|A−1x〉 − |z〉‖ ≤ 2
√
2κ(A)ǫ1 for
κ(A)ǫ1 ≤ 1/2.
The running time bounds for the SVE in step 1 and 2 can be obtained by substituting the
above error bounds for δ. In addition, we perform Amplitude Amplification as in claim 2.2 with
the unitary V that represents the first two steps of the algorithm, this incurs on expectation a
multiplicative overhead of O˜(κ(A)) over the cost of V .
Let us compare the new linear systems algorithm to the HHL algorithm. First, note that the
quantum linear system problem is invariant under rescaling of A, thus we are free to choose a
normalization for A. A quantum walk algorithm estimates the singular value σ of a matrix by
mapping the singular value to cos(θ) for some θ ∈ [0, π] and then estimating cos(θ). It is natural
to use the normalization ‖A‖ = 1 as the eigenvalues being estimated have been scaled down to
quantities in [0, 1].
The HHL algorithm [10, 9] under the assumption that A is a Hermitian matrix with eigenvalues
in range [−1, 1/κ]∪[1/κ, 1] produces the state |A−1b〉 and an extimate for ‖A−1b‖ in time O˜(s2(A)κ2)
where s(A) is the number of non zero entries per row. Subsequent work has improved the running
time to linear in both the condition number κ(A) and the sparsity s(A) [7, 2]. Our running time
is quadratic on the condition number, like that of the HHL algorithm, we expect that the running
time of our algorithm can also be improved to be linear on the condition number.
More importantly, instead of the sparsity s(A) of the matrix, our running time depends on the
parameter µ(A). On one hand, this factor is smaller than the Frobenius norm, for which we have
‖A‖F = (
∑
i σ
2
i )
1/2 ≤ √rk(A). Hence, our algorithm 4.2 achieves an exponential speedup even
for dense matrices whose rank is poly-logarithmic in the matrix dimensions. Moreover, while for
general dense matrices the sparsity is Ω(n), we have µ(A) ≤ ‖A‖F ≤
√
n and thus we have a worst
case quadratic speedup over the HHL algorithm.
In addition, the factor µ(A) is smaller than the maximum ℓ1-norm s1(A) which is always
smaller than the maximum sparsity s(A) when we take the normalization that ‖A‖max = 1, that
is the entries of A have absolute value at most 1. This is the normalization used in [7], and we
therefore also improve on the linear system solver in [7], whose running time depends on s(A).
For example, real-valued matrices with most entries close to zero and a few entries close to 1, e.g.
small perturbations of permutation matrices, will have s(A) = Ω(n), ‖A‖F = ω(
√
n) but could
have s1(A) = O(1) for small enough perturbations.
Last, there are also matrices with bounded spectral norm for which Algorithm 4.2 requires time
Ω(
√
n), for example consider a random sign matrix A with ‖A‖ = 1. In this case, one can easily
show that with high probability µ(A) = Ω(
√
n).
The optimal value µ(A) = minµ{P ◦ Q = A/µ | ‖pi‖2 ≤ 1, ‖qj‖2 ≤ 1} in Theorem 4.4 is the
spectral norm of |A| where |A| is the matrix obtained by replacing entries of A by their absolute
values [16]. We recall that the matrix A ∈ Rm×n+ has unique positive left and right eigenvectors,
these eigenvectors are called the Perron-Frobenius eigenvectors and can be computed for example
by iterating xt+1 = Axt/‖Axt‖. The optimal walk can be implemented efficiently if the coordinates
of the Perron-Frobenius eigenvectors for |A| are stored in memory prior to constructing the data
structure. This is exactly the quantum walk that is also used in [6].
Hence, if one can precompute the Perron-Frobenius eigenvectors, for example if the matrix is
stochastic it is the all ones vector, one can perform this optimal walk. However, the entries of the
Perron-Frobenius eigenvector can not be computed in a single pass over a stream of the matrix
entries, and hence the optimal walk can not be implemented in our model where we have quantum
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access to a data structure built in linear time from a stream of matrix entries. We also note that
the spectral norm of |A| can be much larger than the spectral norm of A, for example for a random
sign matrix with ±1 entries the spectral norm of A is ‖A‖ = O(√n) but the spectral norm of |A|
is ‖|A|‖ = n. Thus there are two interesting questions about quantum linear system solvers, the
first is to find the optimal quantum linear system algorithm given access to a data structure built
from a stream of matrix entries and the second to find if there can exist more general quantum
walk algorithms with µ(A) = ‖A‖, the latter is also stated as an open problem in [6].
4.4 The iterative step
We now show that the (ǫ, δ)-approximate quantum step for the iterative method in Definition 3.1
can be implemented using the quantum matrix multiplication algorithm presented above. The
matrix S for iterative methods corresponding to linear systems and least squares is of the form
S = I − αA for a positive semidefinite matrix A. Further, we can assume that the matrix A is
stored in the data structure of Theorem 4.2 and that S is positive semi-definite and contractive.
Proposition 4.7. The (ǫ, δ)-approximate quantum step for the iterative method with S = I − αA
and L(x) = b−Ax with ‖b‖ = 1, α ≤ 1, and for A stored in the data structure of Theorem 4.2, can
be implemented in time O˜(µ(A|b)/ǫ), where A|b is the matrix A to with an extra row equal to b.
Proof. We show how to implement the unitary V in the iterative method,
V : |0〉 |r0〉 |0〉 → |1〉
(
α‖L˜(r0)‖ |L˜(r0)〉 |0〉+ |G1〉 |1〉
)
: |t〉 ‖rt‖ |rt〉 |0〉 → |t+ 1〉
(
‖S˜(rt)‖ |S˜(rt)〉 |0〉+ |Gt+1〉 |1〉
)
,
where |G1〉 , |Gt+1〉 are unnormalised garbage states, such that with probability ≥ 1 − δ, it holds
that ‖L(r0) − L˜(r0)‖ ≤ ǫ and ‖S(rt) − S˜(rt)‖ ≤ ǫ. We first implement the linear part of V that
corresponds to 1 ≤ t ≤ τ − 1 and then then the affine part corresponding to t = 0. We denote
rt =
∑
i βi |vi〉.
The linear part of V is implemented by performing singular value estimation for A and then
using λi = (1− αλi(A)) as estimates for singular values of S,
|t〉 ‖rt‖ |rt〉 |0〉 ≡ |t〉
∑
i
βi |vi〉 |0〉 → |t+ 1〉
∑
i
βi |vi〉
(
λi |0〉+
√
1− λi2 |1〉
)
(9)
If the precision for singular value estimation is ǫ then the algorithm runs in time O˜(µ(A)/ǫ). For
bounding the difference of the norms we observe that ‖S(rt)− S˜(rt)‖ ≤ ‖
∑
i βiǫ˜ivi‖ ≤ αǫ ≤ ǫ as all
the errors ǫi ≤ ǫ if singular value estimation succeeds and ‖β‖ ≤ 1. The procedure succeeds if the
singular value estimation algorithm produces the correct estimates so 1 − δ = 1− 1/poly(n), that
is δ can be taken to be 1/poly(n).
The affine part of V is implemented as follows. Let A1 =
(−A b
0 0
)
and x1 = (x, 1) so that
A1x1 = (b−Ax, 0). Then we symmetrize A1 by defining A′ =
(
0 A1
At1 0
)
and x′ = (0n+1, x1), and
have A′x′ = (A1x1, 0) = (b − Ax, 0). The columns of A′ are stored in the memory data structure
so we can perform SVE for A′. We take x = r0 and use the SVE algorithm for symmetric matrices
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on r′0 (where we add an extra factor α in the conditional rotation) to map it to A
′r′0 = (b−Ar0, 0)
as the last coordinates become 0. Denote r′0 =
∑
i βi |v′i〉, where v′i are the eigenvectors of A′.
|0〉 ‖r′0‖ |r′0〉 |0〉 ≡ |0〉
∑
i
βi |v′i〉 |0〉 → |1〉
∑
i
βi |vi〉
(
αλi(A
′) |0〉 +
√
1− α2λi(A′)2 |1〉
)
If the precision for singular value estimation is ǫ then the algorithm runs in time O˜(µ(A′)/ǫ) and
the correctness analysis is the same as above. We next provide an upper bound for µ(A′). We have
‖A′‖F ≤ 2‖A‖F + 2‖b‖, while s1(A′) ≤ max(s1(A) + ‖b‖∞, s1(b)). Let’s assume for simplicity that
‖b‖ = 1, which is the case in our applications, then the upper bound is O(µ(A|b)) where A|b is a
matrix obtained by adding an extra row b to A.
Finally, let us see how to implement unitary U as defined in the quantum iterative method with
cost O(CV + log τ) which is asymptotically the same as the cost of V . It is easy to see that the
complexity of U is asymptotically upper bounded by the complexity of applying the unitary V τ
on |0〉 |r0〉 |0〉. For this we first apply V once to get the affine transformation (with running time
O˜(µ(A|b)/ǫ)), then we apply the SVE procedure on A to obtain estimates λi of the eigenvalues of
S = (I − αA) and then compute λiτ−1 (in time O(log τ)) as the estimates for the singular values
of Sτ−1 for the conditional rotation. This gives us the desired unitary and the running time of the
second part is O˜(µ(A)/ǫ + log τ). Hence, the overall running time is O(CV + log τ).
5 Quantum iterative algorithms
5.1 Linear systems
Let A  0 be a n× n psd matrix and b a unit vector in Rn. We can assume b to be a unit vector
as it is stored in memory and we know ‖b‖. The goal is to solve the linear system Aθ = b. The
quadratic form F (θ) = θTAθ − bθ is minimized at the solution to Aθ = b. The classical iterative
method starts with an arbitrary θ0 and applies the following updates,
θt+1 = θt + α(b−Aθt) = θt + αrt
where the step size α will be specified later and the residuals rt = b−Aθt for t ≥ 0. The residuals
satisfy the recurrence rt+1 = b−A(θt +αrt) = (I −αA)rt and the initial condition r0 = (b−Aθ0).
In order to be consistent with the normalization used in quantum linear systems, we assume that
the eigenvalues of A lie within the interval [1/κ, 1]. The convergence analysis and the choice of the
step size α follow from the following argument that bounds the norm of the error. Let θ∗ = A−1b
be the optimal solution, the error et := θt − θ∗ satisfies the recurrence et+1 = (θt+1 − θ∗) =
θt− θ∗+α(b−Aθt) = et+αA(θ∗− θt) = (I−αA)et. After t steps of the iterative method we have,
‖et‖ = ‖(I − αA)te0‖ ≤ (1− α/κ)t‖e0‖.
The iterative method therefore converges to within error ǫ to the optimal solution θ∗ in τ =
O(κ log(‖e0‖/ǫ)/α) iterations. The step size α can be fixed to be a small constant say α = 0.01 and
the starting point θ0 chosen to be a unit vector so that ‖e0‖ ≤ κ. With these choices the method
converges to within error ǫ of the optimal solution in O(κ log(κ/ǫ)) steps.
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In order to bound the running time of the iterative method we need that ‖θτ‖ = Ω(1) for
τ = O(κ log(κ/ǫ)). The solution A−1b to the linear system has norm at least 1 as b is a unit vector
and the eigenvalues of A−1 are greater than 1. After τ steps we have ‖θτ − θ∗‖ ≤ ǫ ⇒ ‖θτ‖ ≥
‖θ∗‖ − ǫ ≥ 1− ǫ.
The (ǫ, δ) approximate iterative step can be implemented in time CV = O˜(µ(A|b)/ǫ) by Proposi-
tion 4.7. Note also that in this case, the cost of implementing V t is the same as that of implementing
V . This is because we do not have to apply V sequentially t times, but once the SVE has estimated
the eigenvalues we can directly perform the conditional rotations by an angle proportional to the
t-th power of each eigenvalue.
The analysis in section 3.3.2 and the fact that α, ‖θ˜τ‖ are constants, shows that given an (ǫ, δ)
approximate step, the quantum iterative algorithm has error ‖|θτ 〉 − |θ˜τ 〉‖ = O(τ2ǫ) and requires
time O(τCU ) = O(τCV ) = O(
τµ(A|b)
ǫ ). We take ǫ = O(
δ
τ2
) in order to have ‖|θτ 〉 − |θ˜τ 〉‖ ≤ δ for
some δ > 0. Then, we can take τ = κ(A) log κ(A)δ to have that ‖|θτ 〉− |A−1b〉‖ ≤ δ. Hence, we have
the following theorem.
Theorem 5.1. Given positive semidefinite A ∈ Rn×n, b ∈ Rn stored in memory, there is an iterative
quantum algorithm that outputs a state |z〉 such that ‖|z〉 − |A−1b〉‖ ≤ 2δ with expected running
time O(
κ(A)3 log3
κ(A)
δ
µ(A|b)
δ ).
5.2 Weighted Least Squares
For the weighted least squares problem, we are given a matrix X ∈ Rm×n and a vector y ∈ Rm, as
well as a vector w ∈ Rm of weights, and the goal is to find θ ∈ Rn that minimizes the squared loss∑
i∈[m]wi(yi − xTi θ)2. The closed form solution is given by,
θ = (XTWX)−1XTWy
and thus the problem can also be solved using a direct method. The iterative method for weighted
least squares is a gradient descent algorithm with the update rule θt+1 = θt+ρ
∑
i∈[m]wi(yi−θTt xi)xi
which in matrix form can be written as,
θt+1 = (I − ρXTWX)θt + ρXTWy (10)
The update can also be written as θt+1 = θt+ ρrt where rt = X
TWy−XTWXθt. Note that these
updates are analogous to the linear system updates in section 5.1 as rt = b − Aθt for b = XTWy
and A = XTWX. The step size ρ is analogous to the α for the linear system and we assume the
same scaling for A and b as in the case of linear systems.
By the analysis of positive semidefinite linear system solvers in section 5.1 it follows that if
we are able to implement the steps of the iterative method, the quantum iterative algorithm for
weighted least squares has the following running time.
Theorem 5.2. Let semidefinite X ∈ Rm,×n, y ∈ Rn, w ∈ Rm stored in memory and define W =
diag(w), A = XTWX and b = XTWy. There is an iterative quantum algorithm that outputs a
state |z〉 such that ‖|z〉 − |A−1b〉‖ ≤ 2δ with expected running time O(κ(A)
3 log3 κ(A)
δ
µ(
√
WX|y)
δ ).
We now show how to implement the iterative step for the least squares problem, which is somewhat
different from the case of linear systems as instead of the matrix XTWX and the vector XTWy,
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we have the matrix X and the vectors w and y stored in memory. Nevertheless, the iterative step
can be implemented in this setting as we show next.
Note that A = BTB where B =
√
WX, thus the eigenvalues of A are the squared singular
values of B, hence it suffices to perform the generalized SVE for B. We assume that the data
structures for performing generalized SVE for X have been created. The weights wi, i ∈ [m] are
also stored in memory.
We maintain the variable Mw that stores maxiwi‖xi‖2 and is updated whenever wi arrives or
‖xi‖ gets updated, that is if Mw ≤ wi‖xi‖2 then set Mw = wi‖xi‖2. We replace M → Mw and
‖xi‖ → √wi‖xi‖ in the computation in equation (4) and follow the same steps in Theorem 4.2 to
implement the unitary,
U ′ |i, 0⌈log(n+1)⌉〉 = |i〉 1√
Mw
∑
j∈[n]
√
wixij |j〉+ (Mw −wi‖xi‖2)1/2 |n+ 1〉

Using U ′, V instead of U, V in Theorem 4.5 we can perform generalized SVE for B =
√
WX in
time µ(B). In order to multiply by A for the iterative method, we perform generalized SVE for B
in equation (9) and then conditional rotation with factor ασi
2.
Analogous to the above procedure one can also implement matrix multiplication for B′ = XTW .
Note that the state |b〉 is not in the memory, so we can not do the first affine update used for linear
systems (where we set r0 = b−Aθ0 for a random θ0). Instead we have y and X in memory, so we
first do the affine step to create (y −Xθ0) and then multiply with the matrix XTW ,
b−Aθ0 = XTWy −XTWXθ0 = XTW (y −Xθ0)
It is straightforward to add ℓ2 regularization to the weighted least squares problem. The loss
function becomes
∑
i wi(yi − θtxi)2 + λ‖θ‖2 and the update rule changes to rt = b − Aθt for
b = XtWy and A = XtWX + λI. The algorithm therefore performs the generalized SVE for
XtWX + λI instead of XtWX.
Stochastic gradient descent for Weighted Least Squares: It is prohibitive in practice to
compute the gradient
∑
i∈[m]wi(yi− θTt xi)xi by summing over the entire dataset when the dataset
size is large. Moreover, due to redundancy in the dataset the gradient can be estimated by summing
over randomly sampled batches. Stochastic gradient descent utilizes this fact in the classical setting
to lower teh cost of the updates. Stochastic gradient descent algorithms do not compute the gradient
exactly, but estimate it over batches
∑
i∈Sj wi(yi − θTt xi)xi obtained by randomly partitioning the
dataset.
We could expect similar issues for the quantum case where a large dataset would require more
memory capacity and controlled operations over a large number of qubits. Stochastic gradient
descent therefore remains relevant for quantum iterative methods as well.
The stochastic gradient updates are defined for any choice of partition Π = (S1, S2, · · · , Sk). For
a given partition Π let Xj be the the |Sj | × n matrix obtained by selecting the rows corresponding
to Sj. Define Aj = X
t
jWjXj where Wj is the diagonal matrix of weights restricted to Sj. The
residuals satisfy the recurrence rt+1 = (I − ρAt′)rt where t′ = t mod k and the initial condition
r0 = (b−A1θ0). All these updates can be implemented efficiently as the matrices Sj are stored in
memory. The running time will be linear in µ = maxi∈[k] µ(Sk).
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In the case of linear systems and least squares, the updates were of the form rt+1 = (I − ρA)rt
for a fixed matrix A, and hence we could apply simultaneously t steps of the update in one step
and hence have that the running time is O(τCV ). In the stochastic gradient descent case, we have
different matrices At for each time step which have different eigenbases. Therefore, we can only
perform the linear updates sequentially, and hence the running time for the stochastic gradient
descent is O(τ2CV ) as opposed to O(τCV ) for the linear systems and weighted least squares.
Here, we provided two applications of our quantum gradient descent method, psd linear sys-
tems and stochastic gradient descent for weighted least squares. It would be interesting to find
generalizations and further applications of the quantum gradient descent algorithm and to develop
second order quantum iterative methods.
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A Spectral Norm Estimation
We assumed throughout the paper that the matrices A are normalized such that the absolute value
of the eigenvalues lie in the interval [1/κ, 1]. This is the same assumption as in [10]. We show
here a simple quantum algorithm for estimating the spectral norm, which can be used to rescale
matrices so that the assumption ‖A‖ ≤ 1 is indeed valid. Note that 0 ≤ σmax(A)‖A‖F ≤ 1.
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Algorithm A.1 Spectral norm estimation.
Require: A ∈ Rm×n stored in data structure in Theorem 4.2. Returns an estimate for η :=
σmax(A)/‖A‖F with additive error ǫ.
1. Let l = 0 and u = 1 be upper and lower bounds for η, the estimate τ = (l+u)/2 is refined
using binary search in steps 2-5 over O(log 1/ǫ) iterations.
2. Prepare |φ〉 = 1‖A‖F
∑
i,j aij |i, j〉 = 1‖A‖F
∑
i,j σi |ui, vi〉 and perform SVE [11] with preci-
sion ǫ to obtain 1‖A‖F
∑
i,j σi |ui, vi, σi〉. where |σi − σi‖A‖F | ≤ ǫ.
3. Append single qubit register |R〉 and set it to |1〉 if σi ≥ τ and |0〉 otherwise. Uncompute
the SVE output from step 2.
4. Perform amplitude estimation on 1‖A‖F
∑
i,j σi |ui, vi, R〉 conditioned on R = 1 to estimate∑
i:σi≥τ σ
2
i /‖A‖2F to relative error (1± δ).
5. If estimate in step 4 is 0 then u→ τ else l → τ . Set τ = (u+ l)/2.
The following proposition proves correctness for Algorithm A.1 and bounds its running time.
Proposition A.1. Algorithm A.1 estimates η to additive error ǫ in time O˜(log(1/ǫ)/ǫη).
Proof. The running time for step 2 is O˜(1/ǫ) and that for the amplitude estimation in step 4 is
O˜(1/ǫδη) as the time T (U) = O˜(1/ǫ1) and the amplitude being estimated is either 0 or at least η
2.
We will see that δ can be chosen to be a small constant, the running time is O˜(log(1/ǫ)/ǫη) as step
4 is repeated log(1/ǫ) times.
For correctness, it suffices to show that if |τ − η| ≥ ǫ then the algorithm determines sign(τ − η)
correctly. If |τ − η| ≥ ǫ then the amplitude ∑i:σi≥τ σ2i /‖A‖2F being estimated in step 4 is either
0 or at least η2. Amplitude estimation yields a non-zero estimate in the interval (1 ± δ)η for the
latter case and thus the sign is determined correctly if δ is a small constant.
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